“Every year, a growing number of departments turn to ESET. In fact, we are consistently increasing the number of licenses.”

Iwona Gajda, IT Service Manager, Jagiellonian University

THE CUSTOMER

Established in 1364, the Jagiellonian University in Krakow is one of the world’s most renowned universities as confirmed by independent rankings.

The greatest educational institution in Poland, the Jagiellonian University relies on a highly complex computer network that spans across three campuses and multiple off-campus units, allowing for various ways of accessing the network.

The choice of an antivirus solution falls within the competence of the individual departments. They can freely choose from any of the leading manufacturers, including ESET. Currently, ESET’s products protect over 5,000 computers, and the number is increasing each year.

PROTECTING KNOWLEDGE

As the university ran a variety of antivirus solutions at the same time, the IT staff had the opportunity to make detailed comparisons between them.

What they have found through internal testing is that ESET software offers the best ratio of scanning speed to efficiency. This has led those departments using other programs to switch to ESET – while the departments already running ESET solutions have been purchasing more and more licenses.

UNIVERSITY ADMIN ABOUT ESET

Iwona Gajda has been working as IT Service Manager at the Jagiellonian University for several years. This is how she sums up her experience with ESET in the network environment:

“ESET NOD32 has coped extremely well with online threats, including those originating from students, who are sometimes not aware of the risks associated with the Internet. This means that the effectiveness of the protection has been proven not only on the staff computers, but also in the student workroom,” says Iwona.

Throughout the years students, teachers and university staff have been able to enjoy safer learning and technology. In fact, ESET’s reputation and popularity significantly increased – as Iwona Gajda confirms: “Every year, a growing number of departments turn to ESET. In fact, we are consistently increasing the number of licenses.”
ESET Endpoint Security
Safeguard your company data with multilayered protection from an antivirus pioneer

3 GOOD REASONS TO USE ESET ENDPOINT SOLUTIONS

BUILT TO BE LIGHT AND EFFICIENT
The unique build of ESET Endpoint Solutions with focus on small system demands has been optimized to perfectly match any system environment, ensuring fast startup and smooth performance while delivering a consistent level of security.

REMOTE ADMINISTRATION
Manage the security across thousands of endpoints from a single console. Take advantage of features such as randomized execution of selected tasks to load balance tasks on the network and real-time web dashboard displaying critical information about network security.

CLOUD-POWERED REPUTATION
ESET Endpoint Solutions deliver advanced protection to company endpoints. The proven ThreatSense scanning engine combined with ESET Live Grid optimized scanning based on whitelisting of “safe” files deliver precise detection of malware, making the solution highly effective against emerging threats.

PRODUCT USED BY THE CUSTOMER
ESET NOD32 ANTIVIRUS 4 BUSINESS EDITION
Proven antivirus and antispyware that delivers proactive protection for businesses large and small. The solution is complemented by ESET Remote Administrator – a central administration tool that allows for remote installation of security software, enforcing security policies, running remote scans and more.

Safeguard your company network with ESET Endpoint Security – a solution that protects your data on multiple layers. The legendary NOD32 antivirus, two-way firewall, web control and remote administration stand in the first line of defense against threats.

At ESET, we have a 25-years’ experience in creating security software which has earned us trust of more than 100 million users around the world and numerous awards and accolades from prestigious testing bodies.

About ESET: ESET is a Slovak-based IT security company founded in 1992 in Bratislava. Regional offices are in Prague, Czech Republic, San Diego, USA; Buenos Aires, Argentina, and Singapore.

www.eset.com